**ALL CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF 09/07/2022 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED**

### Monday
- **8:00am - 9:50am**  
  - **Clinical Nutrition 2**  
  - **Hybrid**  
  - **Ratte**  
  - **(2 cr)**  
- **9:00am - 10:50am**  
  - **Clinical Pathology 2 - Lecture**  
  - **Synchronous on campus**  
  - **Weibel-Maanum**  
  - **3:00pm - 3:50pm**  
  - **GI/GU - Lecture**  
  - **T3/T6 Clinic**  
  - **Block for DCS-7601 Clinical Internship (3 cr)**  
  - **Synchronous on campus**  
  - **Block for DCS-7622 Clinical Internship (4 cr)**  

### Tuesday
- **8:00am - 9:50am**  
  - **Methods 6 Lab**  
  - **Chs-7606**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Claussen-Meyers**  
  - **Room 201**  
  - **Section A**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Room 202**  
  - **Section B**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Room 203**  
  - **Section C**  
- **1:00pm - 2:20pm**  
  - **Clinical Pathology 2 Lab**  
  - **Pap-7606**  
  - **DCS-7612**  
  - **Kreul**  
  - **2:30pm - 3:50pm**  
  - **Cardiopulmonary Systems Lab**  
  - **Pap-7607**  
  - **DCS-7622**  
  - **Novak**  
  - **1 additional asynchronous hour in addition to scheduled time**
  - **4:00pm - 5:20pm**  
  - **Physiological Therapeutics 2**  
  - **Chs-7602**  
  - **Oswald**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 206**  
  - **Section A**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 203**  
  - **Section B**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 201**  
  - **Section C**  

### Wednesday
- **8:00am - 9:50am**  
  - **Clinical Pathology 2 Lab**  
  - **Pap-7606**  
  - **DCS-7612**  
  - **Kreul**  
  - **2:30pm - 3:50pm**  
  - **Cardiopulmonary Systems Lab**  
  - **Pap-7607**  
  - **DCS-7622**  
  - **Novak**  
  - **1 additional asynchronous hour in addition to scheduled time**
  - **4:00pm - 5:20pm**  
  - **Physiological Therapeutics 2**  
  - **Chs-7602**  
  - **Oswald**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 206**  
  - **Section A**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 203**  
  - **Section B**  
  - **Block for CHS-7602**  
  - **Room 201**  
  - **Section C**  

### Thursday
- **8:00am - 9:50am**  
  - **Clinical Nutrition 2**  
  - **Hybrid**  
  - **Ratte**  
  - **(2 cr)**  
  - **10:00am - 11:50am**  
  - **Clinical Pathology 2 - Lecture**  
  - **Synchronous on campus**  
  - **Weibel-Maanum**  
  - **3:00pm - 4:50pm**  
  - **GI/GU - Lecture**  
  - **T3/T6 Clinic**  
  - **Block for DCS-7601 Clinical Internship (3 cr)**  
  - **Synchronous on campus**  
  - **Block for DCS-7622 Clinical Internship (4 cr)**  

### Friday
- **8:00am - 9:50am**  
  - **Methods 6 Lab**  
  - **Chs-7606**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Claussen-Meyers**  
  - **Room 201**  
  - **Section A**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Room 202**  
  - **Section B**  
  - **Block for CHS-7606**  
  - **Room 203**  
  - **Section C**  

---

**Synchronous Online Course**: Students & Instructors meet at designated times.  
**Synchronous On Campus Course**: Students & Instructors meet at designated times.  
**Asynchronous Course**: Flexible learning within some time limits. (online)  
**Hybrid Course**: Combination of synchronous & asynchronous at different junctures of the course. (on campus AND online)  
**Hyflex Course**: Synchronous on campus & online and asynchronous online, available simultaneously. (on campus OR online)